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Make that sweet tooth scream for mercy/more

According to the most recent figures from the U.S. Census Bureau, the average American eats

nearly 25 pounds of candy per year, contributing to upwards of $19 billion in annual candy sales

throughout the country. Of course, most of that is accounted for by Willy Wonka-sized sales of

not-so-Willy Wonka-like titans of sweets like Hershey and Nestlé—though in a city crazy for

locally sourced goods, small-time confectioners have managed to carve out their own, profitable

Austin niche. The A.V. Club did the truffle-shuffle to three such candy shops to determine which

deserve your hard-earned pocket money—and which should be stuck on the shelves next to the

discounted Valentine’s Day chocolates.

Big Top Candy Shop (1706 S. Congress Ave., 512-462-2220)

! Melts in your nostalgia-drenched, fat-clogged heart

! This circus-themed candy store lines its walls with obscure candies, like Yorkie (the chunky,

British chocolate bar that’s “not for girls”), Zotz Fizz Power Candies, and Slimer Sour. However,

Big Top also makes its own sweet treats, like the White Russian truffle, a decadent concoction that

contains three types of chocolate and hints—via a liqueur-infused center—of its namesake

cocktail. Elsewhere in layered chocolates, Big Top touts a butter-toffee crunch truffle as one of the

store’s proudest candy achievements. This truffle comes across as almost painfully sweet, so you

must have a rabid love of white chocolate to fully appreciate it. The bits of almond coating the

outside are a welcome change in texture, though. 

Justin DavisBig Top Candy's Glasstop Case Of Wonders!
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Currently, Big Top’s most popular creation brings a bit of pork to the plate: the double bacon dark

chocolate bar. While the very name may scare less adventurous customers away, the two thin

strips of bacon add smoky, fatty, and salty flavors that go great with dark chocolate. Enjoy that

clever contrast while it lasts—the bacon overstays its welcome to become thin strands of flavorless

jerky long after the chocolate melts away.

Viva Chocolato (3401 Esperanza Cross, 512-339-8482)

! Melts in your wallet        

! Viva Chocolato brings some Austin weirdness to The Domain with a dark chocolate truffle bar

filled with bleu cheese ganache. This Twix-size candy bar’s creamy filling has hairline-thin white

lines marking the bleu cheese’s presence—likely because the cheese is hard to detect otherwise. The

more of the bar you eat, the more bleu cheese flavor comes through, but it’s a flavor you have to

search to find. Other truffle choices at Viva include the Bahia, a coffee-infused chocolate offering

topped with a coffee bean. Sadly, this truffle disappoints as well. Despite containing ground and

roasted coffee, there’s no coffee aroma to the Bahia. The truffle melts in your mouth pleasingly,

but comes across like a cup of coffee loaded with cream and sugar—in which someone poured

chocolate syrup. And the coffee was never coffee at all—it was hot chocolate. Unfortunately, these

treats let their tacked-on adjectives—and not their purported ingredients—speak for their flavors.

Lammes (5330 Airport Boulevard, 512-453-2899)

! Melts your mouth

! You can buy a familiar staple at Lammes, such as the 126-year-old candy store’s Cashew Critters

or one of its stand-ins for better-known candies—like the double-dipped take on Whoppers. Or

you could try some of Lammes’ unique creations, like the habanero pecan praline. The soft and

sticky substance made from caramelized sugar, butter, and margarine (yes, butter and margarine)

makes sure the habanero heat doesn’t get a chance to quickly dissipate. You could also try

Lammes’ dark chocolate-dipped fudge brownie on a stick, the dark chocolate shell of which

breaks away to reveal buttery, velvety-smooth, and incredibly rich fudge. Putting this chocolate

coma treat on a stick—allowing hands to stay smudge-free—is nothing less than an act of fudge

genius. Plus, the fudge-on-a-stick ought to cool the heat of the habanero pralines.
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